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Preface Supervisory Board

We are very proud to present this magazine to you, which 

has been composed by the excellent students whom 

participated in the ninth edition of the Netherlands-Asia 

Honours Summer School (NAHSS). This magazine is a 

result of the dedication of an ambitious group of seventy 

students from all 13 Dutch research universities, who 

followed a preparatory track and an intensive 2-week 

summer programme in the Netherlands. 

The NAHSS is a unique joint effort of a triple helix 

network, consisting of four Dutch ministries, all 

Dutch research universities and twelve Dutch and 

Chinese multinationals. The aim of this collaboration 

between public, private, and academic partners is to 

enable talented students to experience the Chinese 

academics, business and culture. This experience 

will benefit our students’ understanding of China and 

is intended to increase the awareness of this rapidly 

developing country and its position on the global stage. 

To achieve this ambition, the students participated in 

summer schools, virtually visited Dutch and Chinese 

multinationals and got acquainted with the Chinese 

culture here in the Netherlands. Furthermore, the 

NAHSS partners formulated eleven different research 

questions for our interdisciplinary groups of students, 

most of which are related to the theme of this year: 

the Power of Connectivity. These research projects 

uncovered compelling insights, as well as opportunities 

to strengthen the bilateral relations between the 

Netherlands and China. 

By means of this magazine, the students present their 

research projects on The Power of Connectivity and 

personal experiences to all of those who are interested 

and especially to the indispensable NAHSS partners, 

whose collaboration is highly valued and appreciated.

The NAHSS Supervisory Board is impressed by the 

dedication the students showed to the programme 

and their research projects in particular. We are very 

pleased to share the results of their projects with you 

and hope it will be a source of inspiration to all. 

On behalf of the NAHSS Supervisory Board,

Prof. Dr. Anton Pijpers
Chair NAHSS Supervisory Board,

President of the Executive Board of the Utrecht University
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Preface Program Board

As the Program Board of the NAHSS, the three of 

us dedicated a full year to the organisation of the 

NAHSS 2021. During this year, we put all our energy 

and enthusiasm into this programme with the aim of 

providing a new group of ambitious participants the 

same memorable experience as we once received 

ourselves. 

Now that the NAHSS 2021 edition has officially come to 

an end, we are happy that we can look back on this year 

with warm feelings. It goes without saying that the past 

year was challenging. The tenacious global pandemic 

forced us to adapt and organize a summer programme 

to be held in the Netherlands for the first time. Starting 

in November with many hours spent brainstorming, the 

final programme in July was something we are very 

proud of. The past edition has proved us how much 

of China is present in the Netherlands, and in some 

ways a programme in our home country was very 

beneficial. Furthermore, we had the honour of seeing 

our participants develop new skills, engage with each 

other and grow closer to each other. It is very rewarding 

to see that the NAHSS won over their hearts, just like 

it won over ours. This shows us that we were able to 

contribute to the NAHSS’ vision of activating students 

to reinforce the relationship between the Netherlands 

and China. We are proud to have established another 

inspiring and successful NAHSS edition. 

We feel honoured that we had the opportunity 

to organise, represent and further develop this 

programme. In this respect, we would like to thank 

all our partners for facilitating this programme and 

being supportive of its unique value, especially in these 

difficult times. A special thanks goes out to our coaches 

from PwC, McKinsey & Company and the University of 

Utrecht, who have guided us to take this programme 

to a higher level and at the same time helped us to 

develop ourselves personally. We also want to thank 

all our participants, who dedicated themselves to the 

NAHSS despite missing a trip to China, and advanced 

themselves at a quick pace to keep up with the 

challenges in a globalized world.

We hope that through this magazine, we can share 

what the NAHSS programme offers to its students and 

how one summer can be life-changing. 

Yours sincerely,

Maud Vegelin, Tim van Doorne and Mansi Lam
NAHSS Program Board 2021

FLTR: Tim van Doorne (Finance, Events & Alumni), Mansi Lam (Relations & China Affairs), 

Maud Vegelin (Student Recruitment, Media & Design)
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Gain knowledge on the relation between the Netherlands and China to keep 
up with the advancements in a rapidly globalizing world.

The NAHSS in Short

Who are we?

The Netherlands-Asia Honours Summer School (NAHSS) is a Dutch public-private initiative, supported by a unique Triple Helix 

network that consists of 4 Dutch ministries, all 13 Dutch research universities and 12 leading Dutch and Chinese multinationals. 

The NAHSS yearly offers a select group of top performing students the chance to learn about and experience Chinese (business) 

culture and the academic world. Our participants are proactive and internationally oriented students from all study backgrounds. 

In 2021, the programme was held in the Netherlands instead of China due to the global Covid-19 pandemic.

The NAHSS programme for our participants entails several China 

related components, which can be summarized in our ABC-formula. 

The ABC formula consists of Academic, Business and Cultural aspects. 

Normally, the students visit China during the summer to completely 

submerge in the Chinese culture. Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19 

pandemic, the 2021 edition was organised in the Netherlands. More 

on the 2021 programme can be found on page seven.

During the academic part students are lectured on the geo-political 

relations between China and the Netherlands, as part of the EU. 

Students are invited to think about and discuss the relation to identify 

strengths and struggles. After this introduction, the students fly to China, 

where they attend an international summer school for five weeks 

in Beijing, Hong Kong, Shenzhen or Chengdu. Participants follow 

courses related to China and skills such as presenting, researching 

and writing are practised. In this way, multiple perspectives are 

thoroughly analysed by the students.

The business aspect is important to further gain knowledge of Chinese 

business culture. Firstly, all students work on a consultancy project for 

one of our partners. Additionally, multiple companies host inhouse 

days in the Netherlands and China. During these days, students get 

to know different partners better and can experience the culture of the 

firm first-hand.

The last branch of the ABC formula is the culture aspect. Here, students 

are given opportunities to explore and experience the traditional

Chinese culture by following Chinese language and culture lessons, 

meeting local students, and engaging in cultural activities in China. 

The trip to China ends with a Business and Culture Week in Shanghai. 

The 100 students meet up for the first time after their 5-week stay 

in Beijing, Hong Kong, Shenzhen or Chengdu to exchange stories, 

discover more about the Chinese culture, and learn more about the 

Chinese business culture by visiting interesting companies such as 

Huawei. Also, the results of their consultancy project are presented!

The NAHSS in Numbers

Ω  100 ambitious Dutch bachelor students 
yearly selected by a.o. McKinsey & 
Company

Ω  Over 800 internationally-oriented and 
multidisciplinary alumni

Ω  38% of our alumni works or has worked for 
one of our partners

Ω  1/3 of our alumni’s jobs involves contact 
with Asia

Our China-oriented ABC Programme

“The  NAHSS-experience has 
 opened my eyes to the numerous 

 possibilities in China” 
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“The NAHSS summer programme in 
the Netherlands gave me a deeper 

understanding of China without being  
able to visit the country due to the  

global pandemic.”

NAHSS 2021: a Summer  
Programme in the Netherlands

A NAHSS programme entirely in the Netherlands: the 2021 

delegation was forced to experience this first-hand. Covid-19 

proved the relevance of this year’s theme, with connectivity 

being the cause of a global pandemic. Despite staying 

in the Netherlands, the participants got acquainted with 

Chinese (business) culture. Find out below what the summer 

programme of the NAHSS 2021 looked like. 

	 Ω	Take-Off
The two-week programme started with all participants on location in Haarlem. During this day, they got 

a first glimpse of the NAHSS and its network. Students pitched their project in front of the consulates, 

spoke with NAHSS alumni and deepened their knowledge on geo-political topics.

Programme

	 Ω	University Tracks
For the rest of the first week, students followed a summer school in Leiden, Eindhoven or Rotterdam. Eve-

ry track focused on one aspect of the Power of Connectivity: Trade, Technology or Community. In a short 

period of four days, various China experts gave lectures on relevant topics. Students exchanged ideas, 

discussed different matters, and got to know each other better. Moreover, multiple virtual company visits 

were hosted this week. 

	 Ω	Comparing Cultures
The second week was kicked off with a day dedicated to Chinese culture. Chinese culture is present in 

the Netherlands to quite an extent, and this day was focused on nuances and diversities. Participants 

got acquainted with different aspects of the culture through interviews and multiple workshops, such as 

making dumplings and practicing tai chi. 

	 Ω	The Hague Day
This day’s focal point were the various visits to governmental institutions, like the ministries, VNG and 

the Chinese embassy in the Hague. The participants delved further into the bilateral diplomatic ties on 

various levels of governance, bilateral, ministerial and local. 

	 Ω	Face-Off
For the final three days, the students gathered again for an 

all-inclusive stay at a prime location. Besides inviting all our 

partners, the participants also got to interact with various 

industry leaders involved in Sino-Dutch relations. Finally, the 

students presented the results of their consultancy project 

research in front of a professional jury. 
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The Power of ConnectivityThe Power of Connectivity
The world in your handsThe world in your hands

The ‘Power of Connectivity’ entails the growing digital and social connectivity which creates a significant    
impact on economic, technological, and societal levels, particularly for the coming generations. 

Trade connectsTrade connects
Companies and countries are increasingly integrat-
ed to maintain economic growth. As such, there is a 
trade de� cit since the Dutch lead European imports 
from China. This is marginally offset by the growth in 
domestic export to China in the past decade. Mean-
while, geopolitics are repositioning. For instance, Chi-
na’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) requires a proactive 
response from the Dutch companies. They need to 
be well-informed and capitalize on its development, 
potential, and implications. Therefore, this dynamic 
exchange of knowledge, resources, and capital re-
quires a research-oriented approach from the NAHSS 
students. Their focus is on optimizing strategies 
relating to e.g. supply chains, employment conditions, 
partnerships, and customer retention.

Community connects  Community connects  
Mobile devices have heavily in� uenced our manner of communication. The emergence and transformation of 
cultural interaction and digital communities have affected individuality and cooperation. Likewise, China’s ap-
proach to such developments is noted through their desire to rejuvenate the ‘Go West’ policy. Yet, there are global 
disparities in social media’s effects on society, largely due to demographics and access barriers. Nevertheless, 
there remain many opportunities for mutual learning, along with issues that require uni� ed solutions, to achieve 
a sustainable and resilient future. For example, responses to aging populations, the effects of environmentalism, 
and shifts in international governance should be analyzed thoroughly.  

Technology connects Technology connects 
Advancements through innovative solutions will be 
at the forefront of (re)shaping relations in the coming 
years. The Netherlands has established itself as a 
frontrunner in Europe in digital skills, and globally in 
sectors like agri-food and delta technology. Similarly, 
the Made in China 2025 plan aims to impact the in-
dustrial and research performance locally and world-
wide. Smart and autonomous solutions for mobility 
and infrastructure have improved accessibility and in-
terconnectivity between people. This is besides other 
technological developments like Arti� cial Intelligence 
and the Internet of Things. However, rising concerns 
regarding misinformation, privacy, and cybersecurity 
have captured the public’s attention. These topics 
need to be examined through a multidisciplinary 
perspective. 

“The internet is becoming the “The internet is becoming the 
town square for the global village town square for the global village 

of tomorrow.” - Bill Gates of tomorrow.” - Bill Gates 



Economic Prosperity, 
Connecting Geopolitical 
Affairs, and being 
Sustainable: Can the Belt and 
Road Initiative do it all?

The 21st century is often referred to as 
the ‘Chinese Century’. In 2021, this is yet 
again seen, as China’s resilient economy 
is recovering fast from the COVID-19 
pandemic. Trade between Asia and 
Europe, through China’s Belt and Road 
Initiative (BRI), continued while the world 
was economically and socially unstable.

The ‘Silk Road Economic Belt’ represents 

the railway transport network between 

Asia and Europe that connects 92 cities 

in 21 countries. Many governments, 

companies, and monetary institutions are 

linked to this network. Our project group 

aimed to set out the economic, socio-

political, and environmental impact of the 

BRI train network and provide ING with an 

overview of investment opportunities. 

To assess the economic impact, our 

research showed that BRI participating 

countries are expected to experience 

greater gains than losses when looking 

at measures like GDP and trade statistics. 

Countries that stand out in this regard 

are often located in Eastern Europe and 

Central Asia. When zooming in on the 

economic risks, BRI investments go hand 

in hand with a risk of debt vulnerability 

in certain countries. Paradoxically, the 

aforementioned regions will see their debt 

increase to unsustainable levels which 

implies high-risk and possible high-returns 

scenarios.

From a sociopolitical perspective, we 

looked at how a potential investment is 

strongly dependent on a country’s political 

situation. Eastern Europe has developed a 

solid economic position, however, some 

countries fail to translate this into their 

political agenda. Besides, some countries 

show greater risks related to the imposition 

of capital controls than others.

Lastly, from an ecological point of view, 

an analysis of the CO2 emissions along 

six main train routes of the BRI has been 

made. It showed that rail transport causes 

the least emissions per transported 

container for all six main routes. However, 

for cities close to ports, sea transport is in 

close competition with rail transport, as for 

these cities the emissions due to pre- and 

on carriage distances - that are usually 

travelled by truck but can be travelled by 

train to lower emissions - are lower than 

for cities that lie far inland.

Student Experience: Engage, 
challenge, and learn from the 
Chinese Embassy

One of the highlights of the NAHSS 

summer program was a visit to the 

Chinese embassy.  It was an extremely 

unique opportunity to get a glimpse of 

Chinese diplomacy in the Netherlands. We 

had the opportunity to learn more about 

the Chinese history, culture, and education 

system. Afterwards, we had the chance 

to ask some critical questions about the  

insightful information which showed their 

openness and willingness to engage. 

To top it off we had a wonderful lunch at  

the embassy. 

On the Right Track?

“It was an extremely unique opportunity to get a 
glimpse of Chinese diplomacy in the Netherlands”

Mapping out the economic, socio-political and environmental investment opportunities for ING.

ING

Student experience: 
Rotterdam, the European
end station of the BRI? 

During the “Trade Connects” summer 

school in Rotterdam, I have noticed 

how extremely relevant our research 

topic is. Different experts in the field 

of economics, history and sociology 

discussed how the New Silk Road is 

a classic textbook example of the am-

bition of China to be a fully developed 

nation in 2049. What struck me most 

was that there were very different opi-

nions about how China’s diplomatic 

relations will worsen or improve in 

the future due to this infrastructure 

project.

I think this exemplifies one of the many 

unique aspects of the NAHSS pro-

gram. Not only does it bring together 

bright, like-minded students, but also 

professional China-experts that are 

glad to discuss with the students the 

future of China and the world. 

Student Experience: 
Opportunities Multiply as they 
are Seized - Sun Tzu 

Initially, I was hesitant about joining the 

NAHSS 2021 for several reasons. Besides 

the obvious difficulties presented by 

the COVID-crisis, I felt like I didn’t need 

‘another’ extracurricular to take up my 

time and energy. The NAHSS, however, is 

everything but ‘another extracurricular.’ 

It has shown me how a common interest 

and drive to have an impact can connect a 

group of students so diverse that we 

probably wouldn’t have met if we had 

stuck to our own disciplinary bubbles. 

Accordingly, this has helped me broaden 

my horizon, deepen my knowledge about 

China from a wide range of perspectives, 

establish connections and friendships, and 

ultimately further develop my own goals 

and interests.

I’m glad I decided to join the NAHSS and 

hope to cross paths with many of my 

fellow NAHSS’ers in our future career 

paths, however diverse they might be.
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Shenzhen, Tech Start-Up 
Paradise of the Future
How will the tech hub Shenzhen strengthen its position on the  
global stage in attracting start-ups in the coming 5 years?

OMA

Why did you become involved with the NAHSS?
OMA has been engaging with architecture and 

urbanism in Asia for a couple of decades. We are 

always keen to share our experience. We have been 

part of NAHSS since 2016. It has been rewarding to 

see the research of students, which brings different 

perspectives to look at the region.

How does this project contribute to the 
activities of OMA?

For OMA, research and practice inform each other. This study on the 

start-up landscape of Shenzhen offers new information about the 

city, which we have been observing since the 1990s. It is interesting 

for us to follow how the city is changing, and think about the role of 

architecture and urbanism within. The project gives us ideas about 

how we relate to Shenzhen, especially in the post-pandemic era.

What are your experiences in working with the NAHSS students?
It has been great fun to have dialogues with the students, and to 

exchange our thoughts about Asia and the Netherlands. The students’ 

curiosity has inspired us to keep looking at our relationship with Asia 

with fresh eyes.

Max Scherer & Sylvia Chan
Business Manager & Communications   Manager –  

Research Editor

Secondly, to become attractive to start-ups, 

Shenzhen needs to be reachable, which is 

why the government has been constructing 

an immense metro system network. Besides, 

they have created infrastructure that goes 

hand in hand with sustainability: greenways. 

These are bike roads that enable you to 

cycle to work. If you would rather work at 

home, then that is also fine since Shenzhen 

is completely connected to a 5G network that 

consumes data way more quickly than 4G, 

giving Shenzhen a competitive edge on the 

tech market.

Thirdly, although Shenzhen is taking many 

steps towards becoming an increasingly 

green and connected city, the city is not all 

sunshine and rainbows. Shenzhen has the 

highest income inequality of all Chinese 

cities. This creates obstacles for aspiring 

entrepreneurs. Shenzhen is number four in 

the ranking of cities with the most expensive 

housing globally. On top of that Shenzhen 

has policies in place requiring you to have a 

house to be able to access education. Without 

a place to live or the right skills, your dreams 

of becoming an entrepreneur will never  

come true.

More Green, more Connected, 
and more Equal?

Shenzhen is the city that sprouted and 
still flourishes. In only forty years, it 
transformed from a small fishing village 
into a vibrant metropolis. Now it is often 
referred to as the Silicon Valley of China, 
as the city that has seen a technological 
revolution of another scale. You may 
wonder whether Shenzhen can sustain 
this growth. But the better question to 
ask is how Shenzhen can come out on 
top as the global tech hub. We found 
that Shenzhen can become the global 
tech hub in the coming five years by 
becoming more green, more connected, 
and more equal.

Firstly, you are familiar now with Shenzhen’s 

rapid growth, but this development happened 

at the expense of the city’s ecological areas 

which became polluted. The government 

could not brush this aside as it affected 

people’s health. To increase the livability in 

the city, the government implemented various 

policies to make the city greener, such as the 

Urban Ground Boundary.

“Shenzhen has the 
highest income 
inequality of all  
Chinese cities” 

Student Experience: 
No Magic ever happens within 
your Comfort Zone

The past few months have been an 

exciting adventure for me. I applied 

for the NAHSS with the idea of learning 

more about China, taking a dip in the 

consultancy world, and stepping out of 

my comfort zone. And, looking back, 

the NAHSS certainly did pull me out of 

my comfort zone. The NAHSS helped me 

nurture my public speaking skills, and 

I am proud to say that all the pitches 

helped me overcome my stage fright. So, 

winning the prize for best presentation 

and project at the face-off was a personal 

triumph. I could not have done it without 

my team, and I am glad that I have 

met such a fantastic group of inspiring 

people. I am looking forward to what 

lies ahead, because as the saying goes:  

the NAHSS goes on. 

Finally, we see that the tech hub Shenzhen 

is greener and more connected. However, 

we advise OMA to take into account when 

designing their projects that Shenzhen 

can only become the global city of start-

ups if it turns over a new leaf regarding its  

equality policies.

Student Experience: 
Changing the Game in 
Cooperation 

During the past five months, we have 

worked together in a group of six 

students from various backgrounds and 

with different ways of doing projects. At 

first, I found it difficult to cooperate with 

everyone efficiently. This was because 

our different backgrounds caused us to 

approach problems differently, but also 

because we just did not know each other. 

As the project progressed, we slowly got 

used to everyone’s way of working. For 

me, that was a game-changer, because 

it allowed me to make the most of our 

cooperation. But besides the fact that I 

could cater to my fellow students better, 

we started having more fun. I believe this 

has also been a very important factor in 

our successful project. The most important 

thing I have learned from this experience 

is that to work together, you must invest 

time to get to know your group members 

and their way of working. 
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Our research resulted in a comprehensive 

overview of the palm oil supply chain 

and generated multiple valuable insights 

into the role of relevant technologies. The 

findings indicate that seven consecutive 

steps need to be undertaken prior to the 

implementation of blockchain technology.  

These steps entail A.S. Watson Benelux 

to have certified suppliers, incorporate 

sustainability objectives, create a raw 

material map, gain supply chain insight, 

measure deforestation, develop a 

due diligence policy and to move to a 

segregated palm oil supply chain. If the 

choice is made to embrace blockchain 

technology as well, integrating additional 

technologies (e.g. IoT, RFID-tags and 

satellite-based technology) can prove to 

be of great additional value. Following 

the proposed steps will allow A.S. Watson 

Benelux to guarantee consumers that 

their products contain sustainable palm 

oil, produced in an environmentally and 

socially responsible manner.

Palm Oil: Our  
Inescapable Reality
A sustainability and traceability research into A.S. Watson’s palm oil supply chain 

A.S. Watson Group

Towards a Sustainable Palm 
Oil Supply Chain

Palm oil is in nearly everything. Everyday 
products such as shampoo, cookies, 
toothpaste and margarine contain 
palm oil, which makes it the world’s 
most widely consumed vegetable 
oil. Its soaring demand has led to 
deforestation, biodiversity loss and 
human rights violations, giving rise to 
palm oil’s notorious reputation. Yet, given 
that equivalent vegetable oils are more 
harmful to the environment, eliminating 
palm oil from supply chains is not the 
solution - using sustainably produced 
palm oil is. 

 A.S. Watson Benelux, the company behind 

retailers like Kruidvat and Trekpleister, uses 

palm oil derivatives in their products and 

wants these products to meet certification 

standards in order to prove sustainability 

credentials. This commitment, however, 

is complicated by traceability and 

transparency issues due to the complex 

nature of the palm oil supply chain. Our 

project focused on these issues, which 

made its goal two-fold: to make the palm 

oil supply chain of A.S Watson Benelux 

transparent and to examine whether 

technologies such as blockchain can be 

employed to make palm oil traceable from 

palm tree to end-product.

“It was incredibly interesting to get to discover the widely varying perspectives on China, its long-term strategy 
and its culture. However, the most valuable to me were the discussions on what that would mean for us”

Student Experience: Getting convinced of E-health

During my time in Eindhoven, I have gotten to know many of my fellow NAHSS’ers 

on a personal level. We have shared many funny and insightful moments. For 

example, the educational programme shed a light on the intercultural differences 

with regards to national values. How Chinese citizens tend to value privacy less 

and have more of a focus on economic empowerment, as opposed to their  

Dutch counterparts. 

In addition to this, the potential of e-health was made clear. Where at the start of 

the week we (sometimes) struggled to perform a short pitch about our view on 

the future of e-health, at the end of the week we were all convinced about the 

(potential) future of the field.

Next to the interesting lectures, we also had a lot of fun with the group of students 

in Eindhoven, making for a mad week!

Why did you become involved with the NAHSS?
In my role within A.S. Watson, I work closely with 

Gerrit Jan Steenbergen, one of the Board Mem-

bers for the NAHSS and initiator of our partner-

ship with the NAHSS. Next to that, I help A.S. Wats-

on attract future generation colleagues, which made my involvement in the 

NAHSS a logical step to take. I am glad I did, because I enjoyed the collabo-

ration with the project team! 

How does this project contribute to the activities of A.S. Watson Group?
Our main focus is the customer and the smile on their faces. We can tell that 

CSR is becoming increasingly important to our customers. However, CSR is 

a broad and challenging topic. One of the many aspects is that we would 

like to increase awareness about the sustainability of our supply chains for 

private label products. This is the core of the project. We are happy that the 

project group helped us making clear how we can trace the sustainability 

of palm oil in our private label products. We can use this information to 

communicate to our customers. We believe that we are better able at ser-

vicing our customers and putting a smile on their faces when their needs 

regarding CSR, transparency and sustainability are fulfilled. 

What are your experiences working with the NAHSS students?
I believe we can look back at a very successful project together. The topic 

can be quite abstract and getting lost in the topic is easy. However, the pro-

ject group showed a very structured and persistent approach. This is very 

valuable for their future careers I think. We are proud on their efforts and the 

impressive, useful end result!

Rowie van der Bulk
Change Manager IT

Student Experience: Studying the Port around you

The first week of the NAHSS in Rotterdam was full of surprising and intriguing lectures 

and equally interesting talks with fellow students. Whilst looking out over the mighty 

port of Rotterdam, renowned speakers came to discuss port economics, architecture 

and Chinese culture and strategy. It was incredibly interesting to get to discover the 

widely varying perspectives on China, its long-term strategy and its culture. However, 

the most valuable to me were the discussions on what that would mean for us.

The Rotterdam group is diverse, both in terms of studies and personalities, everyone 

has an interesting story, passion and aspiration for the future and getting to know 

about each one of them has been an incredible part of the week.

Student Experience:  
Stories, Sources and 
Stereotypes

Being a journalist focused on China-

related topics means ‘’to strip a topic 

from all biases’’, as a former China 

correspondent pointed out during one 

of the lectures at the summer school in 

editor is as important as convincing him 

or her that an event should be covered. 

The stories of the two correspondents 

captivatingly illustrated all ins and 

outs about journalistic practices in the 

context of China, which made it a very  

insightful lecture.

Leiden. Two correspondents gave an 

interesting view of their work and how they 

deal with stories, sources and stereotypes. 

With an interactive discussion, we delved 

into questions such as what is the first 

thing to do after learning that breaking 

news is happening and how to verify 

the authenticity of the news. It became 

clear that managing expectations of your 
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The Bittersweet Cocoa  
Supply Chain: could China 
add some Sweetness?
Aggregating African cocoa smallholders into the global supply chain with mutual benefits for China

Rabobank

“Building transparency 
and traceability 

through a centralized 
data platform, helps 

ensure a lasting 
connection between 
cocoa farmers and 

consumers”

The more you learn about China, the less well you 
know what to think of the country

After six months of online collaboration, the time had finally come: the kick-

off of the NAHSS program! We started with the project pitches; it was inte-

resting to see what the other groups had been working on. After a delicious 

lunch, a panel discussion with NAHSS alumni was on the program. I thought 

it was nicely said that “The more you learn about China, the less well you 

know what to think of the country”. This is something that also came out 

strongly in the rest of the program. The people who know the least about 

China often have the strongest opinions. I am grateful that we learned to 

look from multiple perspectives. In the end we went to the summer schools 

by bus, it was a pleasant, educational, and inspiring day! 

Not from the Netherlands to 
China but the other  
way around

The NAHSS was a fantastic adventure. The 

adventure all started at the online kick-off 

day as that is where we got to know each 

other. We saw each other for the first time 

in Haarlem where the summer program 

launched. After this the summer schools 

started. My summer school was in Eindhoven 

where we learned a lot about China but 

also a lot about E-health. Professionals from 

all sorts of fields came to speak. Besides 

the serious stuff, there was also plenty 

of time for social activities. For example, 

we watched the European Championship 

matches together. Unfortunately, the 

week ended with lesser news, the entire 

Eindhoven summer school had to go into 

self-isolation. Fortunately, in the second 

week we were able to attend on Thursday 

and Friday. Here I had another great two 

days. Attending interesting lectures and 

having a great social experience.

Tai Chi, Ink, Pandas and 
Dumplings

The first day in Leiden was characterized 

by interesting speakers, a nice after-

dinner drink, but especially by the dinner 

in the Full Moon restaurant in The Hague. 

It was downstairs in that restaurant that - 

shortly after ordering our food - disaster 

struck. After having learned about the 

attack on Peter R. de Vries, we received 

the message that someone in the group 

had tested positive for covid, and that we 

should all go home for the rest of the week.  

Many zoom calls and online lectures later, 

we were back in The Hague physically, this 

time with the entire NAHSS group (who 

were not in quarantine). Cultured by Tai Chi, 

ink pandas, and dumplings, we made our 

way to the restaurant with which we as the 

Leiden group were already familiar. This 

time however, we were allowed upstairs, 

where the regular black square tables 

made way for large, exquisite round tables 

with a turntable in the middle. Many dishes 

were served and every time we thought 

that “this must be the last one”, a new plate 

appeared on the table. When the evening 

came to an end, the waiters went by all 

the tables to put the leftover food in doggy 

bags. Well, all the tables except ours.Inspiration from China’s 
Modern Agricultural Platform 
(MAP) and the role of China in 
the cocoa supply chain

The aim for this project is to aggregate 
cocoa smallholders in the world supply 
chain with mutual benefits for China. 
These disintegrated farmers have weak 
negotiation position and no full access to 
the market in West-Africa. The number of 
smallholders is considerably larger than 
number of players in other stages of the 
supply chain.

Middlemen generally have a strong 

bargaining position due to their knowledge 

of supply and demand conditions at 

the farm and in the market. However, 

middlemen function as a social network 

structure. Smallholders are scattered and 

disorganized so can hardly aggregate 

output. Poor infrastructure in rural areas 

causes smallholders to be difficult to 

access. Due to limited financial and material 

resources the smallholders are unable 

to optimize their yield. Smallholders also 

often lack knowledge on good farming 

practices resulting in yield gaps. Without 

resorting to market consolidation, African 

smallholders prefer to preserve their  

entrepreneurial position. 

We took China’s MAP strategy as inspiration. 

It is a collaborative model that provides a 

digital platform online, technical service 

centers and farming courses offline. The 

technical centers will provide local farmers 

with supporting agricultural services such as 

materials, technology, machinery, finance 

and professional agronomists to meet the 

needs of planting enterprises or growers 

in the production and planting process. 

Cooperatives can play an important role, 

in both buying inputs and selling outputs 

collectively. So, coops are certainly one 

response to balancing buyer market power. 

Because of the information asymmetry, the 

spread of more current information about 

prices can be integrated in a collaborative 

platform. Building transparency and 

traceability through a centralized data 

platform, the NAHSS platform, helps 

ensure a lasting connection between cocoa 

farmers and consumers focused on the 

pillars financial, transport, communication 

and education.
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Smart(er) Ports 
with Huawei
How can Huawei play a role in the smart port of 2030?

Huawei

As Huawei we got involved with NAHSS because of our roots 

in China. We support and think we have a purpose to contribu-

te to initiatives that bring our cultures and business closer to-

gether. Unfortunately for the students of NAHSS a trip to China 

wasn’t on the cards this year, but in business terms Huawei got 

a fresh set of eyes through this project which was one of our 

goals. We are often looking from a technical view as we are 

a technical driven company, however our group of students 

brought a wide variety of other views because of their different 

studies. We recognized that this advantage could also be a 

disadvantage because initially the students had trouble orga-

nizing the correct focus. NAHSS coached the students in this 

phase and they regained their focus. The final solution still has 

to be presented but the attention to our feedback does give us 

confidence in the final results. From this place we would like to 

thank our group of students for their efforts and we hope this 

journey will be a learning journey for them. We also wish that 

they could visit Asia, or more specific China soon and we look 

forward welcoming them in our office.      

Daniel de Bree
IP Solutions Manager

Visualizing the Port of  
the Future

Connectivity is more than just connecting 
people; we also want to be connected 
in terms of products. Who does not 
occasionally order something from 
AliExpress? These products are shipped 
by sea to the Netherlands, into our ports, 
into the Port of Rotterdam.

Inside these ports, there has been an 

ever increasing drive for innovation. 

How can ports become more efficient, 

more sustainable and make more use 

of smart technologies? This is necessary 

to stay ahead in the competitive field 

that comprises the port world. In order 

to bring this about, the port needs to be 

connected, both between the companies 

that comprise the port area, as well as the 

hinterland, the distributors and other ports 

around the world.

We investigated how Huawei can 

enhance ecosystems within Dutch (sea)

ports, in particular the port of Rotterdam. 

Our mission was to find opportunities 

for Huawei based on the current (global) 

issues and developments in ports, 

and address these issues with smart 

technology, making them smarter by 2030. 

We aimed to contribute to the continuous 

development of ports, which does not only 

include the ports’ profit, but also increasing 

sustainability, efficiency, and safety.

We did so by first looking at the state of the 

current port, then determining how the port 

will evolve in the next 10 years, and finally 

identifying opportunities. Accordingly, 

our vision for ports and subsequent 

Student Experience: 
Working in a Multidisciplinary 
Team

The Huawei project at the NAHSS has 

been a journey like that of a container ship 

to our beautiful port of Rotterdam: you 

seem to go slow and steadily, but you end 

up somewhere new and exciting, with a 

lot of content that will hopefully make a lot 

of people happy. We have been working 

with a dedicated, multidisciplinary team 

to compose the right information, order it 

into a neat powerpoint presentation, and 

hopefully make a meaningful contribution 

to Huawei’s business in the Netherlands. It 

has been my pleasure to research smart 

port developments, talk with experts, 

and brainstorm with my colleagues who 

I can also call my friends after months of 

working together online.

“The main message was 
the  importance of paying 

 attention to building 
personal  relationships with 

others rather than  focussing 
just on ‘doing business’ like 

the Dutch tend to do”

Student Experience: 
E-Health in Eindhoven

Our whole lives are becoming more technologically involved, 

and this also holds for health care. That is why we looked 

into eHealth during the summer school in Eindhoven. We 

learned how to make beautiful drawings of roses of your 

heartbeat and how light can be used in diagnosis of disease. 

We looked at the future of chatbots in eHealth, but also saw 

how people can get attached to AIs and discussed whether 

this is problematic or not. Overall, a wide range of topics was 

discussed in the very short time we spent in Eindhoven. 

opportunities for Huawei includes a range 

of topics – among others, automatization, 

container tracking, and drug trafficking. 

By playing into the advantages of the 

team’s multidisciplinary nature, we had 

fruitful discussions on all these topics 

regarding the trends in the next ten years, 

the applicability of the solutions, and, 

foremost, the role of Huawei in any future 

business model and ecosystem. Now, 

after three months of hard work, we are 

ready to present our promising findings, 

in the form of an elaborate slide set,  

to our client, Huawei.
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aspect for customers, which is why a 

driver or monitoring system in a self-

driving bus would be an excellent first step 

towards implementing fully autonomous 

driverless buses. Using a business model 

canvas, interviews, and desk research, we 

then assessed what this meant for other 

important stakeholders. 

Combining all these aspects, we formed 

our conclusions: We expect that self-driving 

buses can be tested with a driver behind the 

wheel in the coming years, ensuring both 

social safety and compliance to the current 

legal framework in the EU. Then around 

2030, fully autonomous buses can be 

expected, monitored from a central station, 

and can follow flexible routes.

Build Your Dreams
Towards the bus journey of the future!

BYD

Why did you become involved with the NAHSS?
Firstly, one of BYD’s principal values is undoubtedly cooperation and partnerships. Presently, 

cooperation and partnerships are more crucial than ever since we face one of the most important 

challenges – climate change. Our commitment to developing strong partnerships allows us 

to share expertise, to promote electrification and to reduce the impact of transport on our 

environment. Engaging with NAHSS and share BYD’s mission with young talents was one of the 

reasons we joined. We want to inspire the younger generations to continue the mission that BYD 

dedicates itself to.

Secondly, NAHSS recruits every year very talented young minds, and for BYD it is important to 

understand how the younger generations see the future of mobility and transport. We want to 

give the opportunity for the students to teach us how the world will be shaped in their eyes.

How does this project contribute to the activities of BYD?
The project we have selected is very future oriented. As a manufacturer of electric vehicles, offering a wide range from 

buses, trucks, passenger cars, to forklifts, BYD seeks constantly to innovate and adapt to the market’s demands. In this 

sense, the NAHSS was important to listen to the input of the future leaders of the Netherlands and Europe.

What are your experiences in working with the NAHSS students?
BYD has received the NAHSS group in 2019 in BYD’s HQ in Shenzhen, and since 2020, BYD is a partner of the NAHSS 

programme. This year we did our first consultancy project, have hosted the first e-House day, and the face-off days. The 

best experiences were the ones during which more employees of BYD had the chance to interact with the students, such 

as the e-house day and the face-off.

Diana Barbosa and Julija Skopaite
Marketing Executive and R&D Project Engineer

Assessing the Feasibility of 
Self-driving Buses

How would you feel sitting in a moving 
bus without a driver? Would you feel safe? 
Anxious? Excited? These are exactly the 
type of questions we were asked to look 
into by BYD, a Chinese company that 
started as a battery producer but has 
also ventured into the transport sector. 
Aside from their mission to introduce 
sustainable, electric vehicles, BYD is also 
interested in the latest developments 
around autonomous driving. 

In our project for BYD, we set out to assess 

the feasibility of self-driving buses in 

Europe: how, when, and where can we 

expect a self-driving bus in Europe? By 

firstly assessing the current pilots and legal 

framework in the EU, we identified the most 

promising scenarios for self-driving buses. 

These included, among others, a fully 

autonomous and driverless bus that drives 

on fixed routes and a smaller pod-like bus 

driving on flexible routes, either monitored 

from a center or with a driver behind the 

wheel.

Next, we conducted a survey and created 

customer journeys to incorporate the 

consumer wishes in the scenarios. We 

found that social safety is an important 

Student Experience: Food Connects

As a food technology student, I am obviously attracted to 

anything food-related. Throughout the NAHSS program, I 

learned that food does connect not only culturally but also 

business-wise and politically. Let me start with the cultural 

aspect of food. During the dumpling workshop, I was told 

that dumplings ‘ji ozi’ connects the family. It was traditionally 

made with the whole family and eaten during New Year’s 

Eve to close off the past and celebrate the future. Looking 

at the business side, I noticed that the emphasis lied on 

the fact that the Chinese were more focused on long-term 

relationships, whereas the Dutch focal point was short-term 

results. According to the Chinese business culture, one way to 

build this long-term relationship is drinking, which has several 

reasons: trust and honesty. Finally, from a political perspective, 

a great dinner could result in important agreements, as Ed 

Kronenberg showed with his story about dining with the Dutch 

King and Queen and the President of China. In the future, I 

hope I can experience similar events in China in real life.

Student Experience: Getting to 
know the Partner

When I started the NAHSS-programme, 

I was mainly focused on integrating the 

newly gained knowledge about China 

and challenges in the field of connectivity. 

In the project we have done for BYD, these 

two aspects fitted perfectly together. While 

we were thinking about integrating BYD 

technology in Europe, we had a fantastic 

online E-House day from BYD.

The E-House day started with the 

Managing Director, Isbrand Ho. He spoke 

about how we will be able to shape the 

world with their technology. When we are 

looking at the current climate change this 

is, more than ever, true. Finally, he gave 

us a question as a concluding remark that 

has stuck with me: What kind of world do 

you want to live in?

“I noticed that the emphasis lied on the fact that the Chinese were more focused on long-
term relationships, whereas the Dutch focal point was short-term results” 
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Food and Farming 
from the Netherlands 
to China
Opportunities and challenges in the Agri & Food sector in China

Ministry of Economic  

Affairs and Climate Policy

Advising Small and Medium 
Sized Businesses 

Whether the 21st century will be a 
Chinese century remains to be seen. 
What is certain is that China cannot 
be ignored in the decades to come. 
With a growing global population and 
a greater emphasis on environmental 
protection and sustainability, agricultural 
cooperation with China is vital. As one of 
the largest exporters of food, agricultural 
machinery and knowledge, there are 
many opportunities for the Netherlands 
in promoting efficiency and sustainability 
in the Chinese agricultural sector.

Developments relating to the Chinese 

economy, technology and policy are 

moving at a rapid pace. In March of 2021 

the Chinese government published its 

fourteenth Five Year Plan, detailing the 

societal goals to be reached by 2025. 

The revitalization of rural areas and the 

modernization of agriculture are named as 

key policy goals.

This offers many opportunities as well as 

challenges for Dutch companies. However, 

especially for small and medium sized 

businesses (SMEs), it can be difficult to 

know what China has to offer and what 

they have to offer China. Our research 

project for the Netherlands Enterprise 

Agency (= Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend 
Nederland; RVO) within the Ministry of 

Economic Affairs and Climate Policy 

offers Dutch SMEs an overview of the 

opportunities and challenges in the Agri & 

Food sector in China.

What we found is that there are a number 

of sectors within agriculture where Dutch 

businesses remain ahead of the Chinese 

sector. In these fields, which include among 

others the export of pork, meat substitutes, 

smart farming systems and horticulture-

related activities, China seeks to move 

up the technological supply chain. Dutch 

knowledge, equipment and efficiency 

are seen as important tools towards this 

goal. Other sectors, such as the markets 

for fertilizer and other animals, remain 

more closed to foreign competition and 

businesses should always make sure to 

keep an eye on their intellectual property.

Clearly there are many opportunities for 

Dutch Agri & Food businesses interested 

in the Chinese market, as long as one 

understands what China wants.

Student Experience: 
Guanxi & Zoom

One key aspect of Chinese business culture 

that was frequently mentioned during 

the masterclass was Guanxi. This notion 

of relationship-building and trust at first 

seemed ill-suitable for the digital nature of 

our communication, either through mail or 

through videoconferences. Yet in retrospect, I 

am pleasantly surprised with the willingness 

and trust of the companies and individuals 

we reached out to. It turned out that this 

focus on your network and your relationships 

was not only a hurdle to overcome, but also 

an opportunity that greatly contributed to my 

experience. Like most speakers, I regret that the 

program did not take place in China. Guanxi 

and zoom are by no means a perfect match, 

but are also not the mismatch I expected. 

Student Experience: How dining Connects 

The Power of Connectivity, the theme of this year’s edition. I al-

ways found it a nice title but before starting the summer little 

had I thought about what it actually meant. 

In the Rotterdam we had the chance to discover more about 

how trade connects us in Europe with the huge China. We tal-

ked about ports, economic policies, architecture and created 

our own business. We discussed the opportunities in such a 

country but also the risks involved. For the first time since long, 

I felt connected to my co-students and the speakers. After ha-

ving heard lots of different talks, where often the same topics 

were described but all in different interesting ways, we believed 

ourselves experts in the trade field. 

Long days in Rotterdam usually ended with amazing Chinese 

dinners and drinks. These are experiences that connected me 

to the lovely Rotterdam group.

On the last day, I looked around and realized how connected I 

felt to the people sitting next to me. Strangers the first time we 

met, but now I felt we were all connected. Me, a Belgian, felt 

so connected to all these beautiful Dutch students, who studied 

things I didn’t even know they existed. We were connected by 

our interest in China but also by our general urge to know more 

about the world. But more than that, listening to both Chinese 

and Dutch speakers made me realize that we are connected 

regardless of cultural differences. We are all simply humans in 

this huge world. Whether one likes it or not, we will all have to 

connect to get the most out of our planet. This is for me the true 

power of connectivity.

“We were connected by our 
interest in China but also by our 

general urge to know more about 
the world”
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Navigating Towards a 
New Mobility Solution
Mapping the development, organization and use of Mobility-as-a-Service in China 

Ministry of Infrastructure 

and Water Management

This year we gave the students a challenging and 

complex assignment. We asked them to do some 

research on how MaaS is organized in China, how 

the Chinese government and MaaS-providers apply 

behavioral interventions to stimulate the use of MaaS 

and how MaaS the travel behavior of Chinese consu-

mers alters. 

The students delivered a research paper that gave in-

sights in all of these points, which is important for us 

to keep in mind in the further development of (travel 

behavior within) MaaS in the Netherlands. For example 

they described a way of nudging which is used in the Didi app, the so called “Red 

Packets”. Another example concerns their case study on the city Beijing. The city 

is trying to reduce the proportion of private car trips and want to achieve this 

through various policies, for example restricting license plates and setting up a 

car lottery system. 

It was not an easy task to do, especially given the circumstances such as the 

Covid-19 measures, but they did the job properly! 

Joyce van  Leeuwen and Gythe 
 Lammers
Policy advisor Behavioral interventions within 
MaaS and Communication advisor MaaS

to investigate the status of MaaS in China, 

a country that faces similar pressure on 

its transport network and where new 

forms of mobility seem to be more widely 

adopted.

In order to find out what the Netherlands 

can learn from MaaS’ success in 

China, we first assessed the level of 

development of MaaS. We found out  

that mobility varies widely across  

Chinese regions, depending on 

geographical factors, demographics, 

and local policies. Yet overall, MaaS  

was not necessarily further advanced 

in China than in the Netherlands. 

People still book and pay for their metro 

tickets through a different app than 

their bus tickets and the use of private 

cars is not that different either. Among 

Chinese consumers, the main reasons 

for using shared mobility are efficiency 

and price. Contrary to the Netherlands, 

sustainability plays only a minor role.

Nevertheless, there is generally a lot more 

potential for the development of MaaS 

in China compared to the Netherlands. 

As the central government sets only 

broad targets, regional authorities 

have a lot of freedom to tailor their 

mobility policies to local circumstances.  

Officials tend to interfere in market 

developments only when companies 

grow influential, so their role in stimulating 

MaaS in China is limited. As a result of 

the fast development of the Chinese 

economy and competition between 

companies, the mobility sector is rapidly 

innovating. Given that there already 

are some widely used superapps like 

AliPay, and WeChat and mobile payment 

rates are high, it seems that China is 

much closer to the destination than the 

Netherlands on its journey towards an 

advanced MaaS infrastructure.

Investigating the Status of
MaaS in China

We live in a world where nearly everyone 
owns a car. In the Netherlands alone, there 
are 8.7 million cars - sitting unused for, on 
average, 95% of the time. When we do 
use them, we tend to do so all at the same 
time, causing traffic jams and chaotic 
rush hours. In a world of ever-increasing 
connectivity, we cannot expand our road 
network endlessly. It’s time to consider a 
different approach: Mobility-as-a-Service 
(MaaS).

MaaS refers to the idea that society 

is moving away from privately owned 

modes of transportation. Instead, it 

considers mobility as an on-demand 

service. Ideally, it allows people to plan, 

book and pay for various forms of public 

transport and shared mobility via one 

app. The Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure 

and Water Management asked our team 

Student Experience: The NAHSS Chinese Course, 
a True Blessing

It happened a total of 13 times during the summer program: China experts telling us 

how unfortunate it was that we could not travel to China this summer and expressing 

their genuine wish for us to one day also experience its beauty firsthand. At some point, 

it became more humorous than painful being reminded of how close we were to visiting 

China. Indeed, a pity; but it made me appreciate the Chinese courses all the more. We 

were taught not only the basics of the Chinese language but also the nitty-gritty of Chine-

se culture. For example, never fully finish a served plate of food when visiting someone 

in China! It will signal that you are hungry and want more – which they will keep giving 

due to the Chinese hospitality. Getting acquainted with the Chinese culture so thoroughly 

made it feel like I visited China anyway. Zài jiàn!

Student Experience: Summer 
School, Power of NAHSS

Most of us started the summer school 

programme without knowing anyone, but 

there was something that connected us 

all immediately: passion and ambition. 

In a short period of time, students got 

along easily with each other. Jumping 

into conversations ranging from serious 

and deep discussions to casual chitchat. 

Inevitably, healthy discussions took 

place, where people disagreed and 

poked each other’s ideas, but at the end 

of the day we were sitting together at 

the table laughing and having a drink. 

I personally loved being surrounded 

by students from so many different 

disciplines, each sharing their thoughts 

and insights from different perspectives. 

During the summer school, the power of 

these connected diversities really showed  

when each group presented the case  

they had been working on for the past 

days by considering the case from 

different angles. Likewise, I noticed the 

power of multidisciplinarity during our 

consultancy project.

“Getting 
acquainted with 

the Chinese culture 
so thoroughly 

made it feel like 
I visited China 

anyway”
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PwC Goes Digital! 
Lessons from China about Digital Networking

PwC

Networking in a Digital Age

Technological advancements are the 
engine of change in our world. With the 
advent of the internet, our society has 
changed in such a way that a person from 
earlier centuries would not recognise it 
any longer. The most imperative change 
is the way we communicate. Letters and 
face-to-face contact are increasingly 
replaced by text messages and video 
calling. Especially in China, the society is 
digitalised at a tremendous pace. In many 
perspectives, China is already ahead of 
the West in terms of digitalisation. This 
development has only accelerated due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic. In times of 
distancing and isolation, even the most 
ardent supporters of pen-and-paper 
were forced to make use of all the 
technological possibilities. 

This combination of China as an advanced 

digital society and the necessity created 

by the pandemic led PwC to the following 

question: What can PwC Netherlands 

learn from China concerning digital 

networking? By answering this question, 

we endeavoured to provide PwC with new 

insights into how they can acquire new 

clients and simultaneously maintain their 

existing network.

Through desk research and interviews we 

came to several conclusions. First of all, 

digital networking will not entirely replace 

face-to-face networking. Especially not in 

China, since trust and personal relations 

are an essential feature of Chinese business 

culture. Building strong personal relations 

takes time and face-to-face contact is an 

indispensable element in this process. Our 

second conclusion is in line with the first. Due 

to this emphasis on personal relations, it is 

recommended to hire a native Chinese to 

do the networking for your company. Shared 

language and identity make it easier for 

a local to build personal ties with  Chinese 

clients. The third conclusion focuses on the 

most used app in China: WeChat. A way 

to reach its 1.2 billion users, is to create a 

WeChat-group. In this group, PwC should 

assemble all its clients and inform them on 

whatever topic the company finds worth 

sharing. Lastly, we recommend to start 

being active on the app My Little Red Book. 

This relatively new social media marketing 

platform is growing fast. Its potential for B2B 

companies is expected to grow, so an early 

entry could have benefits for the future.

“It made me feel 
closer to China than I 

have ever been” 

Student Experience: 
Two Sides of Connectivity

My NAHSS experience got an 

unexpected twist, since I not only learnt 

about the power of connectivity, but 

also about the risks of connectivity. 

Unfortunately the summer programme 

started during a huge wave of corona 

cases among students. The day after 

the Kick-Off, I tested positive and was 

doomed to quarantine. Luckily enough, 

I was able to participate the second 

week physically.

The visit to the Chinese embassy in The 

Hague was an insightful experience. 

My western perspective was really 

challenged when the ambassador 

shared his views on a variety of topics. 

Later that week, I listened to the former 

Dutch ambassador to China. The 

impressive talk he gave, sharpened 

my opinion on the Taiwan issue. 

The programme reached a climax 

when I got the chance to present our 

consultancy project to all the NAHSS 

participants and a critical jury. 

Who is afraid of the big, bad, 
misunderstood China?

My most memorable moment of the NAHSS 

was our visit to the Chinese embassy in 

The Hague. After waiting in front of a huge 

fence guarded by multiple cameras, we 

were warmly welcomed to the spacious, 

imposing building and we were offered an 

endless amount of dumplings, spring rolls 

and fruit (East, West, Chinese food best!). I 

will never forget the speech of the Chinese 

ambassador Tan Jian. He was enthused to 

welcome us and he even wore traditional 

clothing for us. Yet, the tone of his speech 

was defensive and he stressed in a static 

manner that China still is a developing 

country which is strongly misunderstood. 

It saddened him that developed countries 

like the Netherlands can be so small-

minded. Although I knew this was a typical  

wolf-warrior narrative, I was very impressed 

by the experience because in a way it  

made me feel closer to China than I have 

ever been.
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Clearing Up China’s  
Green Energy Certificates
AACB as a key player in the financial market for green energy

ABN AMRO 

Clearing Bank

market. Our role was first to find out to 

what extent AACB would be able to fulfill 

this role in the green energy certificate 

market. We concluded that the green 

energy certificate market acts in a similar 

way to the carbon credit market, in which 

AACB is already active.

Another important aspect of our project 

was finding out how attractive the green 

energy market actually is; is it worth 

entering the market? Our answer to 

this question is twofold. On one hand, 

yes, the market is worth entering as the 

prospective returns, especially in China, 

are very beneficial and the market is 

expected to grow. On the other hand, 

there are some crucial elements that 

need to be considered. Are green 

certificates in China as green as they 

claim to be? Also, as current data is not 

transparent, what are the legal issues 

that need to be dealt with? And lastly, 

following an example from Norway and 

Sweden, we see that the green energy 

Clearing up China’s 
Green Energy Certificates

In the world of energy, we are seeing 
a clear shift from the use of fossil fuels 
to renewable energy. To stimulate the 
production of green energy, guarantees 
of origin were developed as an incentive 
for producers. By selling these, producing 
green energy becomes more profitable. 
The market for green energy certificates 
was born and is ever increasing. ABN 
AMRO Clearing Bank asked us to research 
how they can be the first mover in clearing 
these certificate transactions, especially 
in the Chinese market. This project aligns  
with ABN AMRO’s green vision for the 
future and the key role that they play in 
the worldwide financial markets. 

In the process of clearing, AACB acts 

as an intermediary between the buyer 

and seller during large transactions 

after they have been closed on the stock 

certificate market has a temporariness 

to it. Our final advice to AACB is to look 

more in depth as to whether these  

risky elements we identified are worth 

the gain.

Student Experience: 
A NAHSS Edition in the 
Netherlands is still great

As a participant of the canceled NAHSS 

2020 edition, I hesitated quite a bit about 

signing up for NAHSS 2021. I had become 

a Master’s student and a trip to China was 

already out of sight. Even though the timing 

did not fit my agenda well and there was 

no icing on the cake, my interest for the 

Chinese culture was so strong I decided to 

sign up again for the NAHSS. This definitely 

did not disappoint: in a relatively short 

time I have learned a lot about China and 

I have enjoyed the talks of many interesting 

speakers. In addition, I have met great 

people, which added to the two weeks 

flying by! 

“The first day of the summer 
school I felt an immediate 

sense of familiarity and 
cohesion with everyone  

I spoke to”

Student Experience: 
A Jam-packed Program

The online start of the NAHSS allowed me 

to participate despite being abroad for an 

internship for the first half of the year. Speaking 

to various participants during the online 

sessions, the hope was that the summer 

school would be organised offline, and so it 

happened. The first day of the summer school 

I felt an immediate sense of familiarity and 

cohesion with everyone I spoke to. Over the 

two weeks of summer school during which we 

learned even more about China, and Chinese-

Dutch relations, this familiarity and cohesion 

turned into friendship. Overall, the NAHSS 

2021 was short and intense, but therefore 

jam-packed with great experiences. Thanks 

to great effort by the PB, the NAHSS 2021 will 

remain in my memory as a truly unforgettable 

experience.
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Putting the “We”  
in WeParks 
Using sport as a connecting power between the Netherlands and China

Orange Sports Forum

OSF and the NAHSS have worked together 

for several years now. China has a rapidly 

growing (sports)industry and therefore it’s a very 

important market for a lot of Dutch sports related 

companies and organisations. OSF supports 

those Dutch organisations with doing business 

in China. The NAHSS is very useful for OSF by 

providing market studies and research for new business opportunities in 

China and also to make the current solutions more suitable for the Chinese 

market. For OSF, it’s sometimes challenging to connect with the end-users, 

since there’s a barrier in culture, language and travel distance. NAHSS 

students can fill this gap during their stay in China and thanks to their 

knowledge about the Chinese culture and the Chinese language. Therefore, 

the NAHSS brings OSF very useful information to adapt our services to the 

Chinese market, so we can offer better solutions for a happy and healthy 

China through sports. Also, we experience it as a very beneficial that NAHSS 

students have different backgrounds in their studies and everyone has their 

own expertise. This makes the project group a complementary and motived 

group of students. Despite of all the challenges due to COVID-19, we’re 

happy with the outcomes of the project!

Rick Sleegers
Project Manager

Changing the Scene  
of WeParks

For the NAHSS 2021, we analyzed the 
popularity of OSF their WeParks. WeParks 
are public interactive sports parks in 
the middle of busy Chinese cities. The 
concept of the WeParks is a result of a 
collaboration between OSF, its partners 
and Dao Pureland. The sports parks 
align with both the rising popularity of 
soccer and with the government policies 
regarding public health and professional 
soccer. Dutch companies can help to 
realize these goals. 

OSF gave us the assignment to look into 

possibilities to make the WeParks more 

popular. They gave us a lot of freedom 

to further define the scope of the project 

and to pursue our own field of interest. 

We decided to research how OSF can use 

connectivity to increase the popularity of the 

WeParks, and in this way create an (online) 

community and to explore alternative 

business models. To achieve this we looked 

into collaboration with schools, expansion 

of the parks, and improving the safety and 

air quality. 

We found that the main challenges include 

the lack of facilities and knowledge, 

together with current social and cultural 

norms. For instance, parents often have 

other priorities than accompanying 

their kids to training. Having a person 

who takes the initiative and creating a 

community with the parents can create an 

incentive for parents to let their kids play 

soccer. Having a facilitator also decreases 

fear of stranger danger. Additionally, 

marking safe roads and implementing 

WeChat notifications can comfort the 

parents when a child is traveling alone. 

Furthermore, there are the potential 

problems of injuries and heat illness. 

These can be solved with trainers being 

aware of injuries and by facilitating 

shadows and waterpoints. Air quality 

measurements and green areas can 

decrease the problem of air quality. Lastly, 

Zhong Kao parts could be implemented in 

the games so that children can prepare 

for sports exams. 

Student Experience: 
The Power of Connectivity 
Goes On! 

The topic of the NAHSS of this year, 

the Power of Connectivity, was not 

only visible in the consultancy projects. 

What I personally really enjoyed is that 

we all are so different in terms of study 

backgrounds, ways of reasoning and 

dealing with problems, but that we all still 

match super well as group. This year’s 

NAHSS group really felt like a close group 

where we all could openly get to know 

each other and share whatever ideas we 

had on the things discussed. Corona has 

made it really difficult to meet new people 

in the last year, but I think that the NAHSS 

provided me with friends for the rest of  

my life! 

Student Experience: A Unique Programme

The NAHSS is a very interesting initiative where you will meet unique people. This 

year the programme was not hosted in China for 7 weeks, but for 2 weeks in the 

Netherlands. Nonetheless we could listen to some great speakers in the Netherlands 

and even visit the Chinese embassy, where we got to ask questions to the Chinese 

Ambassador. Next to the speakers, you met your fellow NAHSS students. These fel-

low NAHSS students came from different backgrounds and brought their own unique 

perspectives into the conversations you were having with them. This brought a lot of 

diversity and interesting topics you could discuss with your fellow students, and that 

also brought some great laughs. Hopefully we will keep in contact in the future. All in 

all, I am grateful for the experience the NAHSS has given us. 

“These fellow NAHSS students came from diffe-
rent backgrounds and brought their own unique  

perspectives into the conversations we had”
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Visit our website www.nahss.nl for more information and 

follow us on any social media to stay up to date! Do not 

forget to apply between the 1st of December and the 7th of 

January, so that hopefully we can meet each other at the kick-

off event in March 2022! If you have any questions, please do 

not hesitate to contact us via info@nahss.nl or ask one of our 

ambassadors at your own university.

Become
a Participant!
Are you an ambitious and open-minded second- or third-year bachelor  
student? Are you interested in studying about the Chinese culture? Do you 
want to conduct a consultancy project including company visits for one of the 
major multinationals partnering our programme?

We are  

looking for 
you!

‘’The NAHSS is a unique experience 
in which you will experience China 

on an academic, business and 
cultural level’’

 ‘’The NAHSS allows you to challenge 
your prejudices by submerging 

yourself in a culture’’

Application criteria
To be eligible for the NAHSS-programme,  
you need to meet the following criteria:

	 Ω You are a second- or third-year bachelor  

  student studying at a Dutch university (*fourth  

  year bachelor students and higher with justi- 

  fiable reasons for their study delay can also  

  apply for the NAHSS, e.g. board year and/or  

  internship) 		
	 Ω  You are fluent in English and Dutch in speech 

and writing

	 Ω You have affinity with China

	 Ω  You are ambitious, social, active,  

open-minded and entrepreneurial	
Ω  You are an excellent student and meet  

at least one of the following criteria:

  • Above average grades (≥ 8/10)

  • Honours student

  • Distinctive extracurricular activities

Are you not sure whether you meet the criteria  above? 
Contact info@nahss.nl

The Netherlands-Asia Honours Summer School (NAHSS) 

provides Dutch top talent the chance to experience the 

opportunities and challenges that China brings us today in 

order to prepare them for the globalizing future. Each year, 

the NAHSS grants 100 ambitious students of all disciplines 

and universities the opportunity to participate in this dynamic 

programme which ends with a trip to China (adapted to 

applicable travel restrictions at the time). 

The NAHSS connects our partners to high-performing students with a strong 
interest in China, an extensive alumni network and the Triple Helix network 
consisting of universities, companies and governmental instances.
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What makes us unique?

Why become a partner?
Gain access to our elaborate (alumni) network

	 Ω  Familiarize ambitious students with your company 

at an early stage of their career

	 Ω  Obtain access to our private-public network 

consisting of Dutch and Chinese partners

	 Ω	Connect with our 800 alumni through events and  

  social media

Surprising perspectives and insights

	 Ω Gain insight into current trends in China through  

  a consultancy project run by a multidisciplinary   

  student team

	 Ω	Familiarize with the Chinese culture from an   

  unbiased student perspective

Anticipate on the growing importance of China

	 Ω	Prepare your organisation to deal with an  

  internationally orientated playing field

Support Dutch talent

	 Ω Enrich highly ambitious students with an interest  

  in China

	 Ω Prepare students for an international career

Dynamic talent pool

	 Ω  Consisting of highly talented, multidisciplinary 

and internationally orientated young 

professionals

Exclusive selection process

	 Ω  Participants are carefully selected by a 

committee consisting of partnering experts 

from a.o. McKinsey & Company

Our Triple Helix network

	 Ω	  Become part of this joint effort to prepare  

students for the possibilities and pitfalls  

of China	
Ω		 Learn about the varying perspectives of  

  universities, companies and governmental  

  instances

Strong partnerships

	 Ω	  Partners host inspiring events in both China  

and the Netherlands

	 Ω	Events contain networking moments to bring  

  various parties into contact with each other

contact us: info@nahss.nl  |  www.nahss.nl

Become
our Partner
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Netherlands-Asia Honours Summer School 2021
On behalf of all the participants this year, the Netherlands-Asia Honours Summer School would like to thank you for your 

support. We look forward to another successful cooperation with you during the next edition of the NAHSS.

www.nahss.nl

ING José Dupont, Eduard Ma, 
Pieter Zhao, Sakura de Vries, 
Floris Jansen, Timo de Haan, 
Sara dos Santos Gigante

OMA Camille Kleibergen, Noud 
Eysink, Marijn den Hartog, Sam 
Mattern, Eline Hoeken, Caroline 
Herman

A.S. Watson Group Thom 
Tribble, Laurens Haffmans, 
Rosalie Wesselink, Merel Groen, 
Thijs Bink, Elmar Nijkamp 

Rabobank Nadine Duursma, 
Tom Suelmann, Jort Kuiphuis, 
Myrthe Kater, Tom Mayer, 
Manju Patil 

Huawei Jesse Wijlhuizen, Lucas 
Moers, Nienke Wessel, Vincent 
van Engers, Louisa Handel-
Mazzetti, Janet Wong

BYD Gonem Lau, Bram 
Rijsbosch, Jelmer Baerends, 
Kim Felix, Anniek Sienot, Merel 
van Efferen

Ministry of Economic Affairs 
and Climate Policy Julian 
Scheper, Alice Gilliard, Marieke 
Hoff, Fee Zeelenberg, Wander 
Waals, Jeroen Spieker, Tom 
Koolhaas 

Ministry of Infrastructure and 
Water Management Savannah 
Nowak, Pauline van Andel, 
Manzoer Gulzar, Dyantha 
Legius, Ben Kras

PwC Cobi Jordan-Anker, 
Meiyee Chow, Anne-Puck van 
Ommen, Matthijs Loontjens, 
Bram Leferink op Reinink, Elise 
Mertens, Stijn Meijer
ABN AMRO Clearing Bank 
Thijs Bron, Mandy Jorna, Pieter 
Teer, Luuk Philipsen, Angela van 
Sprang, Juan Castro, Lio van 
der Vliet

Orange Sports Forum Lorens 
Niehof, Sophie Luteijn, Lucy 
Zhang, Samuel van Rees, Eva 
van Soerland, Anel Hasic


